AUTOMATIC JUTE PACKING LINE
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COMPANY PROFILE
Mekosan was established in 1997 in Kayseri in Turkey. Since the partners of Mekosan have a large experience in steel wire and cable sector
Mekosan began the activities especially for wire and cable industry.
At the beginning wire drawing machine and the automation systems are the basic production and business for Mekosan. In the time being
Mekosan has experiences in different branches.
The main businesses can be classified as :
Automatic Packaging Machine for Tubes and Profiles : The production of this machine began in 2005. Now Mekosan is a well known
company in the tube and profile sector in Turkey and also in Europe by the tube mills machine manufacturers. 38 packaging machine lines are
running in different customers. Some machines are running in different countries.
Besides the packaging lines Mekosan added jute packing and tube and profile painting lines to the production range. With these two new
machines Mekosan provides new alternatives to the customers and customers can complete the packaging units in their productions with
painted packages or with jute packages for safety transports for long distances.
Wire Drawing Machine Production : The technology of the machine is growing year by year. There are different types of machines for
different applications. The accessories of the machine also in the production range. There are many wire drawing lines which are working in
different customers. Most of them are in Turkey in the leader companies in wire industry. Also there are running machines in abroad in different
countries.
Automation System Engineering : Mekosan is an integrated company that electronic and mechanic engineering has been used together.
Because of this, there are many automation systems were signed by Mekosan. For example waste water treatment automations, energy
saving systems, Scada systems for different applications, lift and crane applications etc.
Although Mekosan is an engineering and machine production company, also known as a drive and motor supplier in Turkish Drive Market. With
the strong engineering team, Mekosan is one of the most important partner of ABB in drives and motors. Mekosan is not only a distributer of
ABB drives also one of the Drive Alliance Partner as a service supplier in Turkey.
( ABB has 3 partners on this subject.)
In the Mekosan team there are 105 workers and 20 engineers are working in two production plants in 8000 square meters area.
Mekosan wants to be a well known company in the world with its technology and quality. Because of this vision, all the team works very hard
and follows the last technology which can be applied to the systems.
Some of the machine types produced by Mekosan are given below :
FOR TUBE AND PROFILE MANUFACTURER
* Automatic Tube and Profile Packaging line
* Jute packing line
* Tube and Profile Painting Line
FOR STEEL WIRE MANUFACTURER
* Steel Wire Drawing Machine
* Vertical axis multiple block dancer arm speed snchronized
* Inclined axis multiple block dancer arm speed snchronized
* Multi Blocks Overhead Dry Drawing Machine
* Mesh wire Drawing Machine
* Vertical Pay-off
* Spooler
* Coiler
* Coiler Lift Unit
* Mechanical Descaling Unit
* Mechanical Rust Scathing Brushes
FOR CUPPER WIRE AND CABLE MANUFACTURER
* Electrolitic Cupper Wire Drawing Machine
inlet diameter Ø 0,8 -1,00 mm
outlet diameter Ø 0,010 -0,250 mm
* Motorized Pay-off for Ø630 spool
* Motorized Pay-off for Ø1000 spool
* Corrugater
* Tape Pay-off for data cable
* Catarpil
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